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            Convertible  sofa beds

            
                BK Group specialises in designing and producing high quality sofa beds.



Inventiveness, technology, attention to detail, taste that is never ordinary: these are the features that have guided us since 1954 in creating custom-made convertible sofas, with innovative solutions that combine craftsmanship, technique and design harmoniously.
            

            
                Converting a sofa into a bed, with elegance; move an armrest and discover a bedside table with simplicity; invent a seatback that rises up into a desk as a lovely surprise. We design the mechanical systems, make the prototypes, and industrialise the products.



We call our sofas convertibles, comfortable and stylish.
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                                Company

                                
                                    The history of BK Group represents the evolution of Italian industry, from the economic boom to the third millennium
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                                Products

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                Products

                                
                                    Convertible and regular sofas, chair-beds or simple armchairs, daybeds,  pouffes and folding beds, all customisable.
                                

                                See more
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                                Cover

                                
                                    Furnishing fabrics, fireproof fabrics, covers in real or faux leather: make-your-own style.
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                                Contract

                                
                                    BK Group specialises in the design and custom-made production of sofa beds for the contract market.
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                                Designer

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                Designer

                                
                                    Famous designers for incredible sofas: the hallmark of Italian-made products, at your complete service.
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                                Configuratore 

                                
                                    Personalizza il tuo divano in pochi clic: scegli la tua soluzione ideale.
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                New collection 2024
              

               
                  Four new products, all convertible, removable and in different sizes; as per BK tradition, they offer large and comfortable beds even with small dimensions.
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                            Via Bergamo 66, 24047
                        Treviglio (BG) Italy

                            Phone +39 0363 48971 -
                            +39 0363 48971
                            

                            Telefax +39 0363 45917 +39 0363 45917

                            P.Iva 0393936016403939360164

                            info@bkitalia.com
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